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CONSEQUENCES OF A SIX-COMPONENT QUARK IN SU(3)
SPACE

D. S. carhlone

Department of Physics, Central State College, Edmond, Oklahomo 73034

. An. SU,<6) model, which should ~ be confused with the un~n of spin and
umtary SplD, IS consttucted based on a picture of the quark belonging to the six.
dimensional representation of SU(l ). The spin is then combined with the SU(6)
to form SU(12)j. It is shown that, in this case, the spin·1/2 octet and spin.l/~
dccuplet can both be accommodated in the 220-dimensional representation, which is
completely antisymrnetric in three indices. The resulting predictions for mau and
magnetic moments are discussed.

The success of the quark model in the
description of "elementary" particles is wen
known. For example, when the quark spin
is taken into account the model predicts that
the (1/2) + baryon octet and (3/2) + decup
let are united in the 56 - dimensional repre
sentation of SU (6); . However, this pre
sents a puzzle, since the )~. is a completely
symmetric representation of SU (6); . Ac
cording to Feoni statistics, one would ex
pect that three bound quarks which foon
the baryon are in an antisymmetric state.
It has been suggested (I) that this can be
understood if quarks obey parastatistics. It
is the purpose of this work to explore an
other possibility.

We consider the possibility that the fun
damental quark belongs to the six-dimen
sional representation of SU ( 3) . Such a
schemc implies that there is a symmetry
higher than SU (3), namely SU (6). This
SU (6) is not to be confused with the union
of SU (3) and spin, which has been denoted
SU(6}; . It is shown that when the spin
is addCd to SU(6);to foon SU(12); the
octet and decuplet can be accommOdated
in a representation which is completely anti·
symmetric in three indices. There are, how
ever, many new particle states predicted by
this model. This may not automatically be
a disadvantage of the model since there is
evidence for the existence of resonances
which cannot be accommodated in the
ItSual SU (6) i models.

It should be noted that there is evidence
'o.r the existence of quarks (2). A quark
nth charge 213 may have been seen. A
)tJark with this charge does occur in the

SU (6) scheme. As of this writing, it is by
no means certain that the existence of the
quark will be confioned. In the model in
vestigated hcre a givcn particle state is a
rather complex trilinear combination of
quark states. The quark model loses much
of its simplicity in this case. 111erefore, the
quark of the SU (6) model is regarded as a
purely mathematical object. As such it is
useful to refer to the quark, and such lan
guage will be used whcnever convenient.

SU(6) and SU(12)j
The construction of the SU (6) algebra

is based on a gcncralization of the Elliott
model of SU (3) (3). The procedure here is
more closely relatcd to an SU (8) algebra
which has been considcred previously (.. ).
In particular, the 6-dimensional representa
tion of SU (3) is to be embedded in the 6
dimensional representation of SU (6). Let
thc correspondence be

ql '\I 111 z/I>

q. '" 1102/1>

Q. '" II/Z-I/Z-I/.>

q, '" I ClO-~Ia>,

where q i transforms as the 6-dimensional
representation of SU (6) and the quantum
numbers are I'IT..Y>. Thc embedding will
be represented by

{6} = (6],
where the bracket (brace) refers to the di
mensionality of the SU(3) (8U(6)] repre
sentation.
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cach of the SU(3) multipJets would be rc·
placed by its conjugate.

It is noted that onlv one octet and on ..
dccuplct occur in this product. At this point
the main difference between SU (3) and
SU (6), as far as the octet and decuplet arc
concerned, is that the decuplet belongs to
a completely antisymmetric rerresentation.
'Ibe octet belongs to the {70 which has
mixed snnmetrv. Since {3;} occurs twice in
the product {70*} x {70}, there are two inde
J?Cndent ways to couple this product with a
('3;} to form an invariant. Thus, the DfF
ratio is not detennined b,' SU (6) .

When spin is united wi"th SU (6) to form
SU (12)i, the qnark will belong to the 12
of SU(I2) . 111e SU(6)Z SU(2) stmcture
of 12 is denoted {6,2}. Weare again ill
tereste<l in states occuring in the product
12 x 12 x 12 = 220 + 364 + 572 + 572.
l11C SU(6) x SU(2) content of each of
these is ?1£. = no ,21 • (20,41
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The adjoint or J~imensional represen
tation of SU(6) decomposes "ith respect
toSU(3) acoordingto (l5) = [8] + [27].
Thndore, from the (3;) a set of matrices
can be selected which transfonns the [6]
as in SU ( 3). The operators correspond, of
course, to the generators of SU ( '3). In tcons
of SU (6) indices thev transfonn as

T • A' • A' • 1/2(A- • At)
• ,. .. t

(T.l t • T•••,,; • "'-IA: • A:l

(~.)t • ~•••A: • -!(A~ • A:)

(L." • L•••A: • ""'A: •1.;1

, • 11) [-2( AI • A'. A'). (A' • A' I • loA')

T is the ISOtopIC •spm' ope;ato;, Y 'is the
hypcreharge operator, and the I( and L arc
the remaining operators of the SU ( 3) algc
bra.

Thus. SU (3) has been embedded ill
SU(6). The SU(3) generators have been
identified, and the: additional operators ill
the 35 transform as a [27] with respect
to the SU (3) gener-dtors. If the operators
are expressed in spherical tensor form, the 364 • {56,4} + (70,:' 1

commutation relations of the SU(6) algebra lli.. {20,4} + {70,2} + (20,2}

can be given in ternlS of SU (3) Clebsch-
Gordon coefficients and reduced matrix c1e- The explicit transformation properties of
ments, as in the: SU (8) model mentioned each component of the SU ( 12) j represen
above. lIow""er, such details will not be tations arc obtained by combining the pro"
gh"e:n here. per spin combination with the proper quark

If this stmcture has physical meaning, combination and imposing the required
then it is convenient to identin' the mathe- o"crall symmctry. The quark and spin c1assi
matical quark with the fundan~entaJ, or six. fication of the [8,2] part of the 220 is givcn
dimensional, representation of SU(6). This in Table I, where a(B) is the spin-up (spin·
object would be expected to possess barvon down) state.
number J/3. Therefore, it is assumed that The most interesting observation here is
mesons consist of quarlt-antiquark ~irs. that the spin -112 octet in the {70} and
Thus mesons belong to a (I} or a {35}. the spin -3/2 decuplct belong together in
Since there is no evidence as yet for a [27] !he 220, which is completely antisymmetric
of p5Cudoscalar mesons, thcv will not be III three indices. It was, of course, initially
gh-cn further consideration. . suggested (5) that the ban"on octet should

Of primal)' concern here arc the ban'on be assigned to the 2O-dimcnsionaJ represen
states which are assumed to be trilinear tation of SU (6) j which is also completcl~
combination of quarks. antisymmetrie in three indices, in order to

Of i!'terest are those representations that satisfy Fermi statistics. As it turns out, the
OttUr m the product ;&dimensional representation, whieh cr,n
{6} IC {6} IC {6}- {20} + {56} + {10} + {70} tains the spin -112 octet and spin -3'2
!he. SU (J) content of these representations deeuplet, provides the preferred descripti In

IS gwen~. t~l. ltol. (I".j (6,7). In this model, both features are Il-

1'61 • til _ Inl • :"3) co~rated in the same representation. T ,~
Irol • Ie) • Inl • (~l pncc that must be paid for this "conve: II'

I encc" is that now there are manv otl er
f the [6-] had been chosen as the quark, particles that must be found. .



Since this model does allow one to in
clude the (1/2) + octet and (312) + decuplet
in a completely antisymmetric representa
tion, it is well to test further consequences.
In the next section, the mass relations will
be discussed, and the possibility that certain
resonances belong to higher dimensional rep
resentations of SU ( 3) in the 220 will be
explored.

MASS RElATIONS

There is no problem in reproducing the
SU (3) mass sum rules in either SU (6) or
SU (12)j: , if the mass operator is properly
chosen. However, since the symmetry prop
erties of the 220 of SU (12) i are different
than those of the ~ of SU (6) j , it is not
expected that the mass sum rules relating
different SU (3) multiplets will be the same
in these two cases.

Although the algebra was constructed on
the basis of the quark belonging to the [6],
it could also belong to the [6*]. In fact, the
r6*] might be preferred, since the [6*] and
[3] have the same tTiality. With the [6*]
choice, the highest isospin multiplets occur
with negative hypcrcharge.

The quark model provides a very con
"cnient method for calculating the mass
fonnulac. \Ve assume a mass operator of the

form M = m + aV + b V + C V
U 123

Ilere mJ.t is the central mass of cach SU (3 )
multiplet, and the the V i arc two body
potentials

(V,)iJ • 1/2 (11 • 1
J
)

(V,)lJ • ('1 • 1 J) ("l'''J)

(V,)iJ • "i'''J

with y being the hypcreharge operator. In
practice the Va ternl may be included with
m". With a (6] assignment for the quark,
the mass sum rules relating octet and de
cuplet masses are not in good agreement
\\"jth experiment. However, for a [6*] quark
lssignment, these sum rules arc

(N - ::) + 5/14(r - A) c (/l- -::-)

(:: - A) - 3/70: - A) ,. (::- - r-)

,here the particle symbol stands for its mass.
\Jthough the first of these is not quite as
ood as the equivalent SU(6)j result (8),
Ie second is somewhat better. If, for ex-
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ample, N, 1: , A, and 1:. masses are used to
fit the parameters, the predictions for N·,
~., and I) masses are about as good as
SU(6) .

Next, we attempt to fit the new resonances
into this scheme. The following, resOliances
(whether confimled or not) arc considered:
N(J466) 1/2+, N(1751) 1/2+, A (1934)
1/2+, A (1688) 3/2+. N(1863) 3/2+,
Zo{l863)?, Zd1910)?, Zd2190)?,
Zt (228O)? It is, of course, impossible to fit
all of these into the 220. whether the [6]
or the [6*] quark is assumed. The [6*]
assignment pemlits more flexibility in the
resonance assignments. This assignment
docs predict a Y = +~ (denoted 7Z) par
ticle in the [35].

Various possibilities for the assignments
of these resonances have been considered for
the [6"*] case. A few details should be men·
tioned. If the N (1863) is assigned to the
[J 0*], this predicts a leI (1671). With the
A ( 1934) assigned to the [27], there would
be a Zdl7(6) and an N(I946). And, if
ZI(228O) belongs to the [3,*]. the Y=~

resonance should be ZZ(2022). This model
therefore fails to provide any successful
predictions.

MAGNETIC MOMENTS

SU (6) j has proved to be so successful
in predicting the ratio 9u(e)j = -312,
that any altemative to SU (6) j must also
provide a rcasonable prediction for this ra
tio. Again, since the symmetry properties
of the baryon octet arc different in SU (12) j ,
it is not expected that this result will he oh
tained.

Following the SU (6) i ql~ark model, ~t
is assumed that the magnetic moment IS

proportion to its charge. In this case, the
quark charges arc 413. 1/3, and - 213. From
the particle classifications in Table I, it fol·
lows that

Il(p) • 1A(f.e) • 11115 Il,

u(n) • u(::') • -211,(1\) • 2U,<!:') • 11./15 II' Eq. I
uO:-) • u(=-) • 1/5 u'

where I/o II is the quark magnetic moment.
From this. 1
Q. 1/3[2(A: ... A: ... At) -(A~ ... Ai> - 4A l l

whieh is not nearly so impressive as the
SU (6) j result. However, this value is con-
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siderably better that the -1/2 which is pre
dicted if the octet belongs to the 20 of
SU(6) j • The fact that SU(12) j does not
give a completely unreasonable prediction
is not too discouraging.

The same results, of course, may be ob
tained without reference to the quark model.
In terms of a coupling scheme, it may be
assumed that the magnetic moment op
erator transforms as the charge
Q .. 1/3 [2(A~ + A: + A:) - (A: + A:) - 4A~J

In tensor form, the {70} transforms as
N -/1,,= -N/1.,ywith N tho,.+ N .,6
== O. The two independent couplings of
{70·} X {70} to {3;} arc chosen to be

~. N-03·loI Nci3.\1

and

Slol. N~·a Hav.e
"Therefore, with R ~ and S ~ transforming as

the charged operator, the magnetic moments
for the octet are

lJ(p) • (1/15) r - (8/15) 5

lJ(n) • (-7/15) r + (7/3lJ) sEq. 2
1/(:-) • (2/5) r + (3/10) 5

plus the other relations which are consist
ent with the SU ( 3) predictions.

Again following SU(6) j, the next ster
is to construct the baryon current ir'
SU(12)j in order to obtain the SIR ratio
The {70,2} part of the(220)tensor transforms
as
Tcsi8jyk'" X(i.l)kICllloy + X{jklt1l8Y,o + x(kili'yo,8

where
XI • 0

XC1J)1t .l/~ ( EtltX
J

+ £JkX1) x
2

• 8

The {70·,2} X {70,2} part of the (traceless)
baryon current is of the form

J"'t '" ¥Jt8JlJk.r - trace
'lID oiSJ'\II1

Omitting overall multiplicative constants,
it is found that

J*, (xx,): (2S~ - ~) + a:(xx
1

)

(~ + 2S~ - 1/26~<iil»

Therefore, for the {35.3) current, the
SIR ratio is - 2. With s = - 2r in equation
2, the relations of equation 1 are ob
tained. It is also noted that the {35,1} cur-

Ip) ~(-I/2(q,(0)q,(S)q5(0»)+ 1/3(2(q. (0)q2<S)q5(0») - [Q, (8)q2(0)<l5(0»)

-(q, (0)q2(0)q5(S»)) + (I/6(2[q. (Olq,(oIQ.(SI] - [Q. (olq,<fUq.(ClI]

-(q I(8)q,(II)q. (ea>]))

'I>t)~{-I/2(q,(0)q,(II)q,(8)]-1/3(Z[q, (0)q,(0Iq6(8)] - [Q.(0)q,(8)Q6(0>]

-[q, (8)q,(0)Q6(II»)) -i2'/6(2(QI lo)q. (8)q,(0») - [ql (S)q.(o)q,(O»)

-(ql III)q4 10)q,IS»))}

IA)'Io l/AA'/2«(q,10)q4(8)q,(0») - (q,ICI)q4(o)q,(8>]) +J2«(qIIO)q2(8)~(CI»)

-[q,(8)q2(II)q610»)) +f2!Z([q,(0)q4(0)q4(8)] + (Q2(0)q,(0)Q,(8»)

+ 2(Q,lo)q,(,UQ6(ca»)}

IO'lo.J27j';'{ I/2(q4(0)Q4(I)Q,(oU - 1/'(2(Q2(8)Q,(0)Q6(a)] - [Q2(0)Q,(8)Q6\0)J

-[Q2(0)Q,(0)Q6UU)1 -W6(2(q,(')Q4(0IQ6(QI) - (Q,(1lIIQ.(8)Q6(1lI»)

-[Q,(ca)Q4(o)Q6(8) J)}

Tuu I. Claai6cation 01 tile octet in rerms 01 quads. The bndet implies complete alllisymmetriD ioP
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The fatlure of the model to correctly pre
dict thelt(p)ll&(n) ratio may be sufficient to
discount the model. If so, then this waR
tends to reemphasize that sutt'eSS of the
SU(6); model is not understood. This may
indirectly tend to imply support for the
paraquark model.
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rent corresponds to an F-type coupling. as

~~h the calculations in this section
are based on the [6) quark assignment, the
results are same for the [6·] assignment.

CONCLUSIONS

The point of view has been taken that this
model may be of interest since it is possible
to include the spin -112 octet and spin
- 312 decuplet in a completely antisym
metric representation of SU (12) j • Imme
diate consequences of this assignment have
been discussed. It is interesting to note that,
with a [6·] assignment for the quark, the 1.
mass sum rules relating these two multiplets
do provide a reasonable alternative to the 2.
SU (6) i model. However, in spite of this
observation, the model does not provide any 3.
new predictions which can be immediately
confinned. For example, the attempt to ...
describe the particle spectrum according to
SU(12) j has not been successful. Of course, 5.
it is possible that the predicted particles
will be found at higher energies. If it is as- 6.
sumed that the higher SU (3) multiplets
exist at an arbitrarily high energy, it is also 7.
possible that the algebras of SU (6) and 8.
SU(12) i may be useful.
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